A compact, multiangle electron spectrometer for ultraintense laser-plasma interaction experiments.
Experiments on the multiterawatt (MTW) laser at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics will study the effect of the focal-spot shape on the forward acceleration and collimation of electrons. A compact electron spectrometer has been developed to record the energy spectra of electrons ejected in the interaction of the laser at multiple angular locations simultaneously. The modular system with replaceable magnets provides an adjustable energy band, currently 0.2-6 MeV. The detector is an array of imaging plates. The device is designed to operate in the high-noise environment (bremsstrahlung and Compton x rays, gamma rays, and scattered electrons), while being compact enough to fit in the 30 cm radius MTW target chamber. The detector geometry and shielding were optimized with the particle/radiation transport code GEANT4. Calibration was performed with beta sources. The required dynamic range, sensitivity, and resolution were confirmed with initial MTW experimental data.